
Materials list for Beginning Watercolor                  Jo-Neal Graves 

Watercolor Paint 
If you already have a watercolor palette with colors, simply bring what you have and we will 
work with your palette. I try to use primarily a transparent palette with a few exceptions. I also 
try to remember about color temperature and we will talk about that. The colors below are 
suggestions. Professional versus student grade paints does not matter so much in the beginning. 
If you have the money and you believe you will continue, I suggest professional grade paints. 
Probably my two favorite brands are Winsor & Newton and Daniel Smith…but for me, it’s really 
about the color. 

Permanent Rose, Permanent Alizarin Crimson or Carmine, Pyrrol Scarlet 
  Hansa Yellow medium, Lemon Yellow, Gamboge, Quinacridone Gold 
  Ultramarine Blue, Phthalo Blue, Phthalo Turquoise 
  Raw Sienna, Quinacridone Burnt Orange or Burnt Sienna, Raw Umber 

Watercolor Brushes 
We generally use round and flat brushes for watercolor.  When shopping for watercolor brushes 
you want a brush with good response. Good response means a brush that bounces back when you 
push down on it. In addition, a good point is important for a round brush. I suggest to begin-  
A small #2-3 round 
A medium # 5-8 
And a flat, ¾” to 1 ½ or 2” 

An additional possibility could be a larger round brush #10-12 

Paper 
Paper is the most crucial component for the beginner!! Please spend the money to purchase one 
sheet of professional grade watercolor paper. I would recommend  
140# d”Arches cold pressed  

Palette 
This is a very personal choice and there are tons to choose from! I suggest a good sized palette 
that has a large mixing area. For our workshop because our space is limited it is fine to bring a 
smaller palette. Lenz Arts usually has an excellent selection. I like a palette with a cover. 

Other Materials 
HB or #2 
Magic Rub or other white eraser. Avoid the traditional pink pearl 
Notebook or notepaper 
Paper towels-Viva are my favorite because they are very absorbent and I use paper towels as a 
tool. 
Ruler/Straight Edge 
Two water containers -empty quart yogurt containers work great 


